
“The Booband not only made me feel more 
comfortable, but more confident running 
in public, too. I started picking up my pace 
and stopped fearing workouts that ended 

in burpees!”
Nicole Nguyen. BuzzFeed

“I love it! I wish i had found this product years ago! 
Makes running and exercise so much easier!”

Kerynne L. 

“At first , I was a bit dubious. I am not a small lady when 
it comes to my assets . I tried it out for the first time this 

morning. A hard hour long boot camp training in the 
gym. It passed with flying colours. No more black eyes 

for me! Well impressed!”
Linda M.

“EVERY GIRL NEEDS ONE OF THESE!!!! i went from wearing 
2 high impact sports bras to 2 low impact ones with 

this in the middle. makes working out so much better. “
Charly C.

“Amazing, I have 34E breasts and I have finally signed 
up for my first run 10k because this band actually 

works! Pain free run!“
Shireen P.

“I suffer with quite intense breast pain, they’re a very 
empty f cup. This has made the world of difference to 

me and has allowed me to get running again! Love 
love love it!”

Laura C. 

“Highly recommend, I genuinely was sceptical but this 
product is brilliant. I am 38g and I have never felt so 

secure during training!”
Holly B. 

“Absolutely love this product would recommend it to 
everyone. Thank you for manufacturing a product that 

not only looks after our assets but will provide fuller 
figure girls with more confidence whilst running.”

Ashlyn D. 

“Great product for running. Really clever but simple 
idea. Easily adjustable, all women who run should be 

wearing this!”
Eve

 
“Such a simple idea but one that really works. 

Comfortable and easy to get on and off (unlike the 
many layer of sports bras and tops I normally have to 
wear!). Worn it for a few workouts now and it definitely 

reduces the bounce!”
Michelle

“Absolutely amazing product. Just completed my first 
full workout and I didn’t need to worry about trying to 

stop the bounce! I no longer have to feel embarrassed 
whilst working out or have to limit the type of exercises 

I do! highly recommended...my only regret is I didn’t 
buy more! Order coming soon!!“

Sazzy M.

“Absolutely fantastic highly recommend for the larger 
busted ladies out there (I’m 36/38 F).”

Lauren
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